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Description

[0001] This invention relates to digitally compressed video material and in particular to the provision this material at
speeds other than at normal play speed.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] The implementation of trick-play modes within digital video systems is a problem which is becoming more
important as digital video-based systems enter the marketplace. Emerging consumer video products such as video on
demand (VOD), video CDs, and other similar systems may compete with the VHS tape market as providers of feature-
length movies. However, unlike analog-based replay methods, digital video systems represent a challenge in the re-
production of video images at speeds other than normal play speed. Such "off speed" reproductions being known as
trick-play which may provide images at various speeds, for example, fast-forward, fast-reverse, freeze-frame etc.
[0003] In European Patent application number EP-A-0625857, a video server is disclosed which provides video
signals to a user in response to control signals received therefrom. EP-A-0625857 teaches the use of a real time signal
and an exemplary 10 times speed special signal which are linked to permit selection therebetween without program
discontinuity. The special signal is processed such that its transmission rate is no higher than that of the real time
signal. Special signal processing is achieved by omitting inter-frame coded data from the MPEG bistream. EP-A-
0625857 recognizes the requirement to restrict the transmission rate of the trick play or special signal and as a con-
sequence of omitting inter-frame coded data must recalculate time stamps.
[0004] A video on demand system may facilitate virtual VCR control capabilities such that pictures are available in
shuttle or trick play modes. The provision of such trick play features requires the selection between corresponding
program points in different MPEG encoded replay data streams.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0005] An inventive method for reproducing a video program which facilitates selection between reproduction at
normal play speed and at trick-play speeds where selection is controlled to occur at specific locations within the video
program, is defined in claim 1. Inventive devices are defined in claims 2 and 9. A method for reproducing from a storage
medium, one of a plurality of video programs at a plurality of reproducing speeds wherein selection of ones of the
plurality of speeds are linked at predetermined jump points comprises the steps of selecting one of the plurality of video
programs for reproduction and selecting a reproduction speed for the one of the plurality of video programs, and in
response to the reproduction speed selection, selecting a digitally encoded signal from a set of signals corresponding
to the one of the plurality of video programs. The digitally encoded signal from the set of signals is reproduced. For
reproduction at a different reproduction speed, a predetermined point in a different one of the set of signals is jumped
to. The reproduced signal is coupled for decoding and display. The set of digitally encoded signals includes one signal
for reproduction at normal play speed and other signals for reproduction at other than normal play speed. The other
signals for reproduction at other than normal play speed have values of resolution less than a resolution value of the
one signal for reproduction at normal play speed.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING

[0006] FIGURE 1 shows table 1 which indicates advantageous bit rate and resolution differences for both normal
and trick-play modes.
[0007] FIGURE 2 illustrates compressed video data streams representing normal play speed, twice play speed and
ten times play speed.
[0008] FIGURE 3 illustrates table groups for use in an inventive method for selecting between bit streams represent-
ing normal and trick-play reproduction speeds.
[0009] FIGURE 4 is a block diagram illustrating a system employing inventive features for selection and control of
compressed digital video sources.
[0010] FIGURE 5 is a flow chart illustrating operation of an inventive method of selection and control of compressed
image streams for reproduction at normal and trick-play speeds.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] This inventive method facilitate various trick-play modes by controlled selection of "replay" locations. Depend-
ing on the program storage medium a single stream may provide normal play speed and trick-play operation. However,
the provision of both normal play speed and trick-play operation from a single program stream may result in trick-play
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speeds limited by the GOP size or I frame repetition rate. To provide a greater selection of trick-play speeds multiple
program streams may be used with a single stream for normal play speed operation with other streams providing a
variety of fast-forward and fast-reverse trick-play modes. The image streams which provide the trick-play feature may
not necessarily be encoded at the same bit-rate, and may not necessarily have the same resolution as the original
image stream. The use of a significantly lower bit-rate and/or resolution for encoding trick-play image streams may
offer savings benefits when storage space and/or transmission costs are considered. In addition, human visual per-
ception may also allow these trick-play image streams to be processed further to reduce resolution, and hence storage
and transmission costs during trick-play video operation, without compromising perceived image quality.
[0012] As mentioned this method may be applied to various forms of video material, analog or digital and encoded
in a variety of ways. However, in this description of an exemplary system, it is assumed that trick-play streams are
encoded in an MPEG format with the following parameters:

there is one normal-play (normal speed) MPEG video stream,
two fast-forward streams are required, 7x & 21x normal speed,
two fast-reverse streams are required, minus 7x & 21x normal speed.

However, this method may be applied equally effectively to a variety of other speed configurations.
[0013] In the exemplary system, five separate MPEG-encoded streams are required. These streams are completely
independent and may be of varying bit-rates and/or varying display resolutions. For example, one possible trade-off
between quality and memory efficiency is illustrated in table 1 shown in FIGURE 1. Table 1 shows trick-play streams
employing lower resolution, 352 x 240 pixels and a lower bit-rate, 1.5 Mbps than the normal-play stream, 704 x 480 at
4.0 Mbps. This trade-off is fully acceptable since high spatial picture quality may result in trick-play resolution beyond
human visual perception. Hence the trade-off in resolution and bit rate results in more efficient storage utilization. The
extra memory capacity required to store all forward and reverse trick-play streams may be calculated by summing
each trick-play bit-rate divided by the trick-play speed for each trick-play speed and expressing as a percentage of the
normal play speed bit-rate.

extra storage required = 14.37% Thus four trick-play data streams may be accommodated with approximately
15% extra storage capacity. A reverse normal play feature may be provided, which may appear to increase trick-play
storage capacity requirements by 100%. However, such a reverse normal play feature may be facilitated with, for
example, bit rate and resolution reductions. Thus the reverse normal play feature may require approximately 37% extra
storage capacity, which when added to the other trick-play streams represents a storage capacity increase of about
50% of the normal play stream requirement.
[0014] As video material is read or replayed from the video server to the user's decoder, the server may be switched
between the various streams in response to user instructions. For example, the user may select, via a remote control
command, the highest fast-forward speed to rapidly locate a particular point in the material. The fast-forward control
command results in the server readout address jumping, from the current location in the normal-play stream to the
corresponding appropriate point within the 21x fast-forward stream and continue playing. Each trick-play and normal-
play streams should comprise relatively uniform, short group of pictures (GOP) having a size of, for example, half a
second. This GOP size yields a worst case visual continuity error of 0.25 seconds, i.e. time to reach the nearest I frame
entry point when switching between bit streams.
[0015] An important part of the overall system is the method for determining switching entry points between the
different image streams. For example, during "playback" of one stream a user may wish to switch to another stream.
This switch requires calculation of the exact location in the new stream, to a byte accurate level, that the decoder
should begin to "play" from. The determination of the "entry point" in the new stream may be derived as follows:

1. Determine the current byte offset, and hence the current frame in the current file.
2. Determine the new frame to switch to in the new file.
3. Determine the byte offset in the new file.

Step 2 is complicated by the fact that, for MPEG streams, the entry points into a new stream are limited to those points
where a sequence_header exists, which is typically at an I frame at the beginning of a group of pictures (GOP). It is
further complicated by the fact that the duration of the real display time of a GOP is not always constant even if the

Extra storage required as percentage

= 2[1.5/7] + 2[1.5/21]
4

-------------------------------------------------- x 100%
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number of frames in a GOP is constant. This complication arises from the possibility to repeat fields (or frames) in an
MPEG sequence, with the result that more final 'displayed' frames can be produced by a single GOP than there are
coded 'pictures' within the GOP.
[0016] An example of stream switching is illustrated in FIGURE 2. In FIGURE 2, the normal speed image stream is
being read or "played" from a storage medium, and two trick-play image streams are available on the medium for
reproduction at 2x and lOx normal speed. The trick-play speeds of 2 and 10 times are selected for illustration simplicity.
At the instant of user trick-play selection or switching time, the normal play image stream is at frame number 20.
Possible entry points into each of the three streams are determined by sequence headers which are depicted by
darkened frames in FIGURE 2, and typically begin a group of pictures (GOP). The "best fit" frames which can be
switched to are pointed to by the arrow head line which links the entry points in the various video streams. The "ideal"
or desired entry points, in terms of the users visual continuity, are indicated in FIGURE 2 by horizontally shaded frames.
Note that these "ideal" points are not necessarily calculated simply from (current frame in normal sequence)/(trick-play
stream speed) due to the complications of displayed and repeated frames described above. In each case, the actual
frame selected is a "best fit" possible entry frame which is closest in time to the users desired or "ideal" frame. From
the illustration in FIGURE 2, the decision of which frame to switch to may appear to be obvious. However, from an
algorithmic point of view this is far from trivial. An important part of the overall system is the method of determining the
switching points between the different streams. To accomplish this function, a look-up table, LUT may be employed
which may be pre-recorded on the program storage medium. The functionality and arrangement of this exemplary look
up table is described in Table 2 which shows the general layout.

TABLE 2 Parameter Definitions:

[0017]

[ ] denotes an integer value,

< > denotes a floating point value,

{ } denotes a text string,
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[number_of_tables]

[0018] The number of look-up tables in the file is the same as the number of bit streams. In exemplary FIGURE 1
there are 5 streams thus [number_of_tables] is 5.

[Table_number]

[0019] Is a number which is associated with the ordering of the streams. This number must be between 0 and
[number_of_tables] -1. [Table_number] also shows the order of the streams from fastest reverse to fastest forward.

{file_name}

[0020] The name of the muxed MPEG stream.

<bit rate>

[0021] The rate in Mbits/second of the muxed MPEG stream including transport layer overhead.

[num gops]

[0022] The number of GOPs in the video stream.

[num_frames]

[0023] The total number of frames in the MPEG video stream.

[gop_size]

[0024] The GOP size in displayed frames taking into account 3/2 pull down if necessary.

[1st_gop_size]

[0025] The size in displayed frames of the first GOP. Usually this will be [gop_size] - M +1. Where M is the distance
between I and P frames in an MPEG stream

[speed]

[0026] Speed of the trick-play stream including sign.
[0027] The exemplary look-up-table, LUT of Table 2 may be stored in the system memory during playback of the
video material. When the user changes from one speed to another, the information in the LUT is used to locate the
correct, or corresponding point, in the new stream at which to start decoding. The information in the LUT is needed for
this purpose together with the current offset, in bytes in the current bit-stream being played.
[0028] To initiate switching between streams the current GOP is determined from the current file offset by searching
through the look-up table to find the GOP start point which corresponds to the current file offset (see Table 2). Once
the current GOP is known, the new GOP, gop_new, may be calculated from the old GOP, gop_old, using equations 1
and 2, and the following parameters, speed_new, speed_old, gop_size and first_gop_size;

where

Having calculated the new GOP the look-up table appropriate to the new speed is searched to find the file offset which

gop_new = [(old_frame * old_speed/new_speed) +

(gop_size - first_gop_size)] /gop_size Equation 1.

old_frame = gop_old * gop_size - (gop_size - first_gop_size) Equation 2.
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corresponds to the new GOP. The new stream may then be played starting at this new file offset point. The relative
simplicity of this system results in efficient switching between different streams. However, this method is based on real
time calculation of the new GOP with the assumption that the streams contain GOPs which produce a constant number
of displayed frames (denoted by gop_size). If this is not true, due to either a varying GOP structure used to encode
the stream, or a non-constant field repeat pattern within the source material and the use of de-telecine to remove
repeated fields during encoding, then the above equations will not hold true.
[0029] In view of the possibility of these assumptions being false, i.e. it is not known in advance exactly how many
frames will be produced by a GOP when decoded, it may not always be possible to accurately calculate, in real time,
the point at which to enter the new bit stream given the point in the current stream unless a complete "time-map" of
the new stream is available. This is because even if the current "real time" frame number is known, the calculation of
which picture number in the new stream corresponds to the same point in time is not possible if equations 1 and 2 are
not valid. In addition to this practical problem, it is also advantageous to have the ability fine tune the stream switching
delay and accuracy independently from the actual switching software. For these reasons an advantageous look-up
table method is disclosed, which lists "entry points" thus avoiding both real time calculation of the second step, and
the attendant problems of repeated frames. The advantageous look-up tables are assembled "off-line" and may be
stored together with the corresponding program stream. The use of preprocessed look-up tables allows the entry point
determination and tuning of stream switching delays to be performed independently from the software which utilizes
the tables.
[0030] The use of these generic look-up tables containing entry, or jump to points for the various play and trick-play
streams requires comparatively simple software control. Hence, user controls may be advantageously provided to
facilitate fine tuning or modification of the stream switching delay independently from the actual switching control soft-
ware. For example, a user may, in the interest of continuity of entertainment, opt to always join the new image stream
1/2 or 1 second prior to the departure point in the first stream, in this way "program" image continuity may be sustained.
In addition such an "off set" entry point may advantageously compensate for user reaction time.
[0031] In addition the user may be provided with the ability to determine the accuracy, resolution or granularity of
the look-up tables. For example, since "jump to" address occur at each I frame clearly the highest resolution is obtained
when every I frame in each stream is included in the LUT. This level of resolution maximizes the look-up table memory
requirements. However, fewer I frame addresses in the LUT will reduce memory requirements but may introduce user
frustration even if the jump to address is automatically corrected to include otherwise lost program images. These user
control preferences may be facilitated independently from the actual switching control software. Hence the control
software never requires modification even when a switching scheduling change is necessary. A conceptual illustration
of 2 look up tables or LUT sets is shown in FIGURE 3. FIGURE 3 illustrates possible transition destinations from normal
play speed and 7 times play speed. Similar sets of tables are required for transitions from 21X, -7X and -21X trick-play
speeds.
[0032] This method of look up table based switching may be explained as follows. A system with N streams provides
the ability to switch to and from any stream, and comprises a normal play stream and various trick-play streams. Hence
for each stream there are N-1 tables of (byte-offset, byte-offset) pairs required. The first offset in the pair corresponds
to the point or location being viewed in the current stream. The second offset refers to the same point in time (program
location) in the stream to be switched to.
[0033] This mutliple table method may be further explained as sets of nested addresses. For example, with reference
to the table for transitions from normal play speed to seven times speed there are seven "from" byte addresses for
each "to" byte address. Thus, for each of these seven NP GOPs there is only one GOP to go to in the 7 times speed
stream. Similarly for transitions from normal play speed to twenty one times speed there will be 21 NP GOPs which
are directed to a single GOP in the twenty one times stream. However, for a transition from twenty one times speed
to normal play speed there is a single NP GOP which corresponds to the current 21 times GOP. Hence for transitions
from slower to faster play speeds the jump-to addresses may be considered as sets of nested addresses. However,
transitions from faster to slower speeds results in single corresponding jump-to addresses.
[0034] Table 3 illustrates the general layout of this look up table method. The from / to table entries may be assembled
by a software routine which is applied to the pairs of program streams. For example, to assemble the table for transitions
from normal play speed to seven times speed the two program streams are partially decoded or parsed to locate GOP
headers. The headers for each stream are the assembled into a table, which as described will have seven NP addresses
for each 7 times speed address.
[0035] In Table 3, the location in the current file or video stream being switched from is indicated by ["from" byte
offset N] which is the offset in bytes. The location in the new file, or video stream where decoding is to start is indicated
by ["to" byte offset N], which is the offset in bytes. The [num_pairs] is the number of pairs of switching coordinates in
the file. The number of pairs of coordinates in each table depends only on the required precision or granularity when
switching between streams, i.e. fewer pairs save storage space but provide fewer locations at which to join the new
stream. However, the upper limit for accuracy is still governed by the number of GOPs and hence, the number of
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possible entry points in the stream being switched to.

Hence, for a system employing N video streams, each stream will utilize (N-1) tables. These tables are used as follows,

for switching from stream S1 to S2 (table T_1_2),
from stream S1 to S3 (T_1_3),
from stream S1 to S4 (T_1_4).......
and S1 to SN (T_1_N).

For example, if a current image location is at offset O1 in stream S1 and switching to stream S3 is required, the following
operation is required:

1) Find the closest (in time) "from" offset in table S_1_3.
2) Read the corresponding "to" offset from the same table.
3) Start decoding stream S3 from the "to" offset value read. The storage overhead resulting from these tables is
still relatively minor when compared with the storage space required by the video streams. The storage overhead
for these tables may be calculated based on the following assumptions;

encoded two hour movie (7200 seconds),
Trick-play streams of +7x, -7x, +21x, -21x,
GOP length of 0.5 seconds,
bit rate of 4 Mbps, (thus movie = 3.6 Gbytes)

There are;

4 x LUT of 14,400 entries ( NP stream addresses)
8 x LUT of 14,400/7 entries ( 7x TP addresses)
8 x LUT of 14,400/21 entries ( 21x TP addresses)
Total = 79,543 entries, and assuming 8 bytes / entry,
Overhead = 636,344 bytes
Overhead % = (636,344 /3.6 Gbytes * 100)
= 0.018% of original normal play stream size.

In addition, all control and fine tuning of the switching procedure (accuracy, timing, etc.) can be controlled by an overlay
software which alters of modifies the values and number of entries read from the tables themselves without requiring
access to the control software.
[0036] A system employing the various inventive digital video source selection methods is depicted in FIGURE 4.
The system shown in FIGURE 4 includes a user with, for example, a remote control capability provided by device 525,
and a display device 1000 for monitoring audio and video input signals. An interface unit 500, provides a control com-
munication stream 551 between the user's apparatus and a digital video source 10. Interface unit 500 also decodes a
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compressed digital video signal 511, derived from source 10 to produce audio and video signals which are coupled to
display device 1000. The control stream 551 is generated by a control transmitter 550 which forms part of interface
unit 500. The control stream carries a plurality of control functions, for example, activation of user billing, user interac-
tively such as program source selection, "trick-play" features or provision of a "virtual VCR" like program source. The
user may communicate with interface unit 500, via a remote control unit 525, or via manually activate switches (not
shown).
[0037] Digital video source 10 comprises a control unit 50 which receives control stream 551 and implements user
requested tasks via a software control program. For example, user originated commands may include, per use billing,
program selection, pay per view premium program selection, program manipulation or "trick-play" features. User control
preferences, as previously described, may be facilitated by user preference control software depicted in block 60 which
interacts with the main control software of block 50.
[0038] Multiple compressed digital video program sources are stored in a storage device within source 10. The
storage device may comprise a solid state memory, magnetic or optical memories or a combination of solid state and
magnetic or optical. For exemplary purposes only, the compressed digital video programs depicted in FIGURE 4, are
shown as areas, or pages of memory with program P1 located on memory page 100, program P2 on page P101 and
program Pn on page (99 + n). Each program page, comprises a program memory space 110, which contains the
compressed program for "reproduction" at normal play speed, for example, block NP for normal play. This normal play
program may be represented by the bit rate and resolution parameters shown in table 1, FIGURE 1. The program
memory space 110, also contains various "trick-play" processed forms of the program, for example, TP1, "trick-play"
speed 1 and its reverse, and TP2, "trick-play" speed 2 and its reverse. As described earlier, these "trick-play" versions
of the program may be advantageously processed to reduce, or minimize, their memory requirements. For example,
as described previously, the provision of four "trick-play" speeds represents and additional memory requirement of
about 15%. To permit switching between program play speeds, each program page also contains inventive look up
tables 120, which list from-to entry addresses as previously described.
[0039] Operation of the exemplary system shown in FIGURE 4 may be explained with reference to the chart shown
in FIGURE 5. The user initiates contact with the digital video program source 10 by means of the remote control stream
551. This initial contact, or log-on may signal the start a billing period or event, or otherwise log user interaction with
the system and is depicted in FIGURE 5 as step 100, START. At log on the user may be presented with a program
selection menu from which his program selection is made. Control 50 of FIGURE 4 receives the user command and
selects, for example, Program 1 on memory page 100. This program selection is depicted at step 200 of FIGURE 5.
Having selected a program, information regarding the program is read from the storage medium and stored in the
system memory of source 10. This information may include system data, for example, number of trick-play speeds,
look-up tables, and various user choices, for example, display aspect ratio, language, rating etc. A test is performed
at step 225 to determine if the user selected a play speed. If the user selected a normal play speed or NP mode, step
225 tests YES and the compressed digital program stream is read from the NP memory area of memory 110, as
depicted by step 275 of FIGURE 5. Similarly, the user may have selected to view Program 1 in the reverse direction
at the highest play speed, thus step 225 tests YES and a version of Program 1 is read from, for example, -TP2 memory
area of memory 110. If the user failed to specify play speed, a default setting at step 250 is invoked which automatically
selects normal play speed reproduction of the selected Program 1, at step 275 of FIGURE 5.
[0040] Having commenced reproduction of Program 1 a test is performed at step 300 to determine if a new play
speed has been selected by the user. A NO at step 300 is tested further to detect the program end at step 700. Thus
a NO at both steps 300 and 700 forms a loop which waits for either a play speed change command or the program
end. If test 300 is YES a new play speed has been selected and the control system 50 of FIGURE 4 determines the
byte offset address in the current program replay. This byte offset determination is depicted as step 400 of FIGURE 5.
Having received the user's new speed requirement, control system 50 selects from memory area 120, a look-up table
specific to the desired speed transition. This look-up table contains pairs of corresponding from / to, or jump-to ad-
dresses. At step 500 the table is searched to locate the current byte offset address, which represents the "from address"
of the pair. The "to address" gives the corresponding byte location in the new speed stream, from which reproduction
will continue. The initiation of the new speed replay from the new address is depicted at step 600 of FIGURE 5. The
jump-to address is derived as previously described to ensure that the new program version may be decoded inde-
pendently of adjacent or preceding frames thus maintaining program continuity for the user.
[0041] User selected preferences for jump-to location and or jump-to address granularity may be provided during
the initial selection of the program at step 200. For example, the look-up tables are recovered from the storage device
together other user selectable features such as, language, rating, aspect ratio, etc. The look-up tables may be recom-
puted or modified prior to actual use by preferences 60. Such modified jump-to addresses may advantageously result
in the joining the new program at a point which precedes the departure point of the old, or previously viewed material.
[0042] Following initiation of the new speed program replay at step 600, the control sequence loops back to steps
300 and 700 and waits for either a further replay speed request or the end of the program. If at step 700 tests YES,
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signifying the program end is reached, a further test is performed at step 800 which determines if the user desires to
view a new program. A YES at step 800 is coupled back to step 200 where the user may select another program from
the program selection menu. A NO at step 800 indicates that the replay session is ended and interaction with source
10 is terminated at the END step 900.
[0043] In FIGURE 4, an exemplary switch S1 is depicted in memory page 100, for the purpose of illustration only, in
actuality the program stream is read from the appropriate play speed memory, i.e. NP, TP2 etc., starting at an address
defined by the appropriate address pair from the specific look up table of memory 120, associated with transitions from
the current speed to the new speed. Similarly the user may transition from any current play stream to any other play
stream by means of tables 120 which list all possible entry points for each play speed.
[0044] Source 10 of FIGURE 4 may be implemented as a consumer entertainment unit containing multiple programs.
For example, a video juke box with an a program disk library and changer mechanism. Source 10 may comprise a
combination of disk based programs coupled to an electronic buffer memory. The program disk may be MPEG encoded
and in addition contain applicants' advantageous look up tables. These look up tables may contain I frame track ad-
dresses which enable the disk replay transducer to jump successively between I frames in order to generate the desired
"trick-play" reproduction speed. The storage requirements of these look up tables is small, as has been discussed.
However these tables must be recovered from the disk and be stored in an active memory prior to program replay in
order to facilitate "trick-play" reproduction. During "trick-play" reproduction the disk replay transducer jumps succes-
sively between I frames in a sequence derived from the jump-to tables. For example, at seven times forward speed
the transducer is directed to jump "over" seven intervening I frames and reproduce only the eighth I frame. This play
jump play sequence is repeated continuously until the program end is reached or the user makes a further selection.
Gaps in the reproduced signal stream may be concealed by the use of a buffer memory and image repeat rationales.
The program disk may contain "trick-play" specific MPEG streams, temporally and spatially processed to facilitate
smoother visual presentation than obtainable with I frame only reproduction. Similarly these "trick-play" specific streams
may be the addressable by applicants' advantageous look up tables
[0045] Source 10 may represent portable entertainment unit preloaded with a selection of compressed video pro-
grams or motion pictures for consumer use within a household. This entertainment unit may be scaled up and centrally
located to provide multiple user access to the compressed program content. This centralized replay facility requires
bi-directional communication with the user in order to facilitate a virtual VCR with "trick-play" features described.

Claims

1. A method for reproducing from a storage medium, one of a plurality of compressed digital video programs at a
plurality of reproducing speeds wherein selection of ones of said plurality of speeds are linked at predetermined
jump points, said method comprising the steps of:

a) selecting (step 200) one of said plurality of video programs for reproduction;
b) selecting (step 225) a reproduction speed for said one of said plurality of video programs (P1, P2, Pn);
c) selecting (step 225) responsive to the reproduction speed a digitally encoded signal from a set of signals
(NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) corresponding to said one of the plurality of video programs (P1, P2, Pn);
d) reproducing (step 275) said digitally encoded signal from said set of signals; said method being character-
ized by;
e) jumping (step 600) to a predetermined point representing substantially corresponding elapsed program time
in a different one of said set (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) of signals for reproduction at a different reproduction
speed;
f) coupling (511) said reproduced signal for decoding and display; and,
g) wherein said set (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) of digitally encoded signals includes one signal (NP) for re-
production at normal play speed having a spatial resolution value and other signals (TP1, -TP1, TP2,-TP2)
for reproduction at other than normal play speed and having values of spatial resolution less than said spatial
resolution value.

2. An apparatus for reproducing compressed digital video programs, comprising:

means (100, 101, (99+n)) for storing a plurality of video program records (P1, P2, Pn), and each program
record having a set of digitally encoded signal records (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2); characterized by,
means for linking (120) each of said encoded signal records (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) of said set of each
program record with predetermined jump points for selecting therebetween, said jump points representing
elapsed program time,
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means (S1), responsive to said linking means (120), for reading from said storing means (100, 101, (99+n))
said encoded signal records (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) for transmission;
wherein said set (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) of digitally encoded signals includes one signal (NP) having a
spatial resolution value and other signals (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) having lesser values of spatial resolution
than said spatial resolution value, wherein said one signal (NP) is read at normal play speed having said spatial
resolution value, and during reading at other than said normal play speed said other signals (TP1, -TP1, TP2,
-TP2) are read having said lesser values of spatial resolution.

3. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that said predetermined jump points are grouped (NPG, TP1G, -TP1G,
TP2G, -TP2G) specific to transitions between each of said encoded signal records representative of differing re-
production speeds (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2).

4. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that said predetermined jump points represent corresponding program
points within each of said encoded signals (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) of said set.

5. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that said linking means comprises tables (120) of said predetermined
jump points.

6. The apparatus of claim 5, characterized in that said linking means comprises N sets of tables (120), each set
comprises (N - 1) tables of said predetermined jump points for each of N reproduction speeds.

7. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that a record for reproduction at a normal play speed (NP) represents
a largest byte record.

8. The apparatus of claim 2, characterized in that records (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) for reproduction at speeds other
than a normal play speed have smaller byte records than said normal play speed (NP) byte record.

9. An apparatus for reproduction of compressed digital images at a plurality of speeds, said apparatus comprising :

a storage device (10) having stored therein compressed program records (P1, P2, Pn), and tables (120) of
predetermined addresses for use at different play speeds;
transducing means (S1) for reproducing images from said compressed program records (P1, P2, Pn); and,
control means (50) responsive to a user program and play speed selection for selecting said program records
(P1, P2, Pn), and additionally responsive to user determined play speed for reading said tables (120) and
generating predetermined addresses within said selected program records (P1, P2, Pn) for locating said trans-
ducing means (S1) such that images are reproduced from said program records (P1, P2, Pn) at said user
determined play speed.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Wiedergabe eines von mehreren komprimierten, digitalen Videoprogrammen von einem Speicher-
medium bei mehreren Wiedergabegeschwindigkeiten, wobei die Auswahl einer der mehreren Geschwindigkeiten
mit bestimmten Sprungstellen verknüpft ist, enthaltend folgende Schritte:

a) Auswählen (Schritt 200) eines der mehreren Videoprogramme für die Wiedergabe,
b) Auswählen (Schritt 225) einer Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit für das eine der mehreren Videoprogramme
(P1, P2, Pn),
c) Auswählen (Schritt 225) eines digital kodierten Signals entsprechend der Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit aus
einem Satz von Signalen (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2,-TP2) entsprechend dem einen der mehreren Videoprogramme
(P1, P2, Pn),
d) Wiedergeben (Schritt 275) des digital kodierten Signals aus dem Satz von Signalen, gekennzeichnet durch:
e) Springen (Schritt 600) auf eine vorbestimmte Stelle, die im wesentlichen eine entsprechende verstrichene
Programmzeit in einem anderen des Satzes (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) von Signalen für die Wiedergabe mit
einer anderen Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit darstellt,
f) Zuführen (511) des wiedergegebenen Signals zu einer Dekodierung und Wiedergabe und
g) wobei der Satz (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) von digital kodierten Signalen ein Signal (NP) für eine Wieder-
gabe bei einer normalen Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit mit einem Auflösungswert und andere Signale (TP1,
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-TP1, TP2, -TP2) für die Wiedergabe bei einer anderen als der Normal-Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit und Werte
der räumlichen Auflösung aufweist, die geringer ist als der Wert der räumlichen Auflösung.

2. Vorrichtung zur Wiedergabe von komprimierten, digitalen Videoprogrammen, enthaltend:

Mittel (100, 101, (99+n)) zum Speichern von mehreren Videoprogrammaufzeichnungen (P1, P2, Pn), wobei
jede Programmaufzeichnung einen Satz von digital kodierten Signalaufzeichnungen (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2,
-TP2) enthält, gekennzeichnet durch
Mittel zum Verknüpfen (120) jedes der kodierten Signalaufzeichnungen (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) des Satzes
von Programmaufzeichnungen mit vorbestimmten Sprungstellen zum Auswählen zwischen den die verstri-
chene Programmzeit darstellenden Sprungstellen,
auf die Verknüpfungsmittel (120) ansprechende Mittel (S1) zum Lesen der kodierten Signalaufzeichnungen
(NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) aus den Speichermitteln (100, 101, (99+n)) für die Übertragung,
wobei der Satz (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) von digital kodierten Signalen ein Signal (NP) mit einem Wert für
die räumliche Auflösung enthält und die anderen Signale (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) geringere Werte der räum-
lichen Auflösung als der Wert der räumlichen Auflösung aufweisen, wobei das eine Signal (NP) mit Normal-
Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit mit dem Wert für die räumliche Auflösung gelesen und während des Lesens mit
einer anderen als der Normal-Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit die anderen Signale (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) mit
geringeren Werten der räumlichen Auflösung gelesen werden.

3. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die vorbestimmten Sprungstellen (NPG, TP1 G,
-TP1G, TP2G, -TP2G) spezifisch zu Übergängen zwischen jeder der zweiten Signalaufzeichnungen für unter-
schiedliche Wiedergabegeschwindigkeiten (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) gruppiert werden.

4. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die vorbestimmten Sprungstellen entsprechende Pro-
grammstellen innerhalb jedes der kodierten Signale (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) des Satzes darstellen.

5. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Verknüpfungsmittel Tabellen (120) der vorbe-
stimmten Sprungstellen enthalten.

6. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 5, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Verknüpfungsmittel N Sätze von Tabellen (120)
enthalten und jeder Satz (N-1) Tabellen der vorbestimmten Sprungstellen für jede der N Wiedergabegeschwindig-
keiten enthält.

7. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß eine Aufzeichnung für eine Wiedergabe mit einer
Normal-Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit (NP) eine größte Byte-Aufzeichnung darstellt.

8. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 2, dadurch gekennzeichnet, daß die Aufzeichnungen (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) für die
Wiedergabe bei anderen Geschwindigkeiten als der normalen Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit kleinere Byte-Auf-
zeichnungen als die Byte-Aufzeichnung mit der normalen Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit (NP) aufweisen.

9. Vorrichtung zur Wiedergabe von komprimierten, digitalen Bildern bei mehreren Geschwindigkeiten, enthaltend:

eine Speichereinheit (10), mit komprimierten Programmaufzeichnungen (P1, P2, Pn) und Tabellen (120) von
vorbestimmten Adressen für die Anwendung bei anderen Wiedergabegeschwindigkeiten,
Wandlermittel (S1) zur Wiedergabe von Bildern aus den komprimierten Programmaufzeichnungen (P1, P2,
Pn) und
Steuermittel (50), die auf ein Benutzerprogramm und auf eine Auswahl der Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit für
die Auswahl der Programmaufzeichnungen (P1, P2, Pn) und zusätzlich auf eine durch den Benutzer bestimmte
Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit zum Lesen der Tabellen (120) und zum Erzeugen vorbestimmter Adressen in
den ausgewählten Programmaufzeichnungen (P1, P2, Pn) zum Lokalisieren der Wandlermittel (S1) derart
ansprechen, daß Bilder von den Programmaufzeichnungen (P1, P2, Pn) bei der vom Benutzer bestimmten
Wiedergabegeschwindigkeit wiedergegeben werden.

Revendications

1. Procédé de reproduction à partir d'un support de stockage, de l'un d'une pluralité de programmes vidéo numériques
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comprimés à une pluralité de vitesses de reproduction, dans lequel la sélection de certaines de ladite pluralité de
vitesses est liée à des points de saut prédéterminés, ledit procédé comprenant les étapes de :

a) sélection (étape 200) d'un programme vidéo parmi ladite pluralité de programmes vidéo en vue de le
reproduire ;
b) sélection (étape 225) d'une vitesse de reproduction dudit programme vidéo parmi ladite pluralité de pro-
grammes vidéo (P1, P2, Pn) ;
c) sélection (étape 225) en réponse à la vitesse de reproduction d'un signal codé numériquement à partir d'un
ensemble de signaux (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) correspondant au dit programme vidéo parmi la pluralité de
programmes vidéo (P1, P2, Pn) ;
d) reproduction (étape 275) dudit signal codé numériquement à partir dudit ensemble de signaux ; ledit procédé
étant caractérisé par :
e) le saut (étape 600) à un point prédéterminé représentant essentiellement un temps de programme écoulé
correspondant dans un signal différent dudit ensemble (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) de signaux en vue de sa
reproduction à une vitesse de reproduction différente ; et
f) le couplage (511) dudit signal reproduit en vue de son décodage et de son affichage ; et
g) dans lequel ledit ensemble (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) de signaux codés numériquement comporte un
signal (NP) destiné à être reproduit à la vitesse de lecture normale ayant une valeur de résolution spatiale et
d'autres signaux (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) destinés à être reproduits à une vitesse autre que la vitesse de lecture
normale et ayant des valeurs de résolution spatiale inférieures à ladite valeur de résolution spatiale.

2. Dispositif de reproduction de programmes vidéo numériques comprimés, comprenant :

un moyen (100, 101, (99+n)) pour stocker une pluralité d'enregistrements de programmes vidéo (P1, P2, Pn),
et chaque enregistrement de programme ayant un ensemble d'enregistrements de signaux codés numérique-
ment (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) ; caractérisé par
un moyen pour lier (120) chacun desdits enregistrements de signaux codés (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) dudit
ensemble de chaque enregistrement de programme avec des points de saut prédéterminés en vue d'effectuer
une sélection parmi eux, lesdits points de saut représentant un temps de programme écoulé,
un moyen (S1), sensible audit moyen de liaison (120), pour lire à partir dudit moyen de stockage (100, 101,
(99+n)) lesdits enregistrements de signaux codés (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) en vue de leur transmission;
dans lequel ledit ensemble (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) de signaux codés numériquement comporte un signal
(NP) ayant une valeur de résolution spatiale et d'autres signaux (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) ayant des valeurs de
résolution spatiale inférieures à ladite valeur de résolution spatiale, dans lequel ledit un signal (NP) ayant
ladite valeur de résolution spatiale est lu à la vitesse de lecture normale, et durant la lecture à une vitesse
autre que ladite vitesse de lecture normale lesdits autres signaux (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) ayant lesdites valeurs
de résolution spatiale inférieures sont lus.

3. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que lesdits points de saut prédéterminés sont groupés (NPG,
TP1G, -TP1G, TP2G, -TP2G) de manière spécifique en fonction des transitions entre chacun desdits enregistre-
ments de signaux codés représentatifs des vitesses de reproduction différentes (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2).

4. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que lesdits points de saut prédéterminés représentent des
points de programme correspondants à l'intérieur de chacun desdits signaux codés (NP, TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2)
dudit ensemble.

5. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que ledit moyen de liaison comprend des tables (120) desdits
points de saut prédéterminés.

6. Dispositif selon la revendication 5, caractérisé en ce que ledit moyen de liaison comprend N ensembles de tables
(120), chaque ensemble comprend (N-1) tables desdits points de saut prédéterminés pour chacune des N vitesses
de reproduction.

7. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce qu'un enregistrement destiné à être reproduit à une vitesse
de lecture normale (NP) représente un enregistrement au plus grand nombre d'octets.

8. Dispositif selon la revendication 2, caractérisé en ce que les enregistrements (TP1, -TP1, TP2, -TP2) destinés à
être reproduits à des vitesses autres qu'une vitesse de lecture normale ont des enregistrements à nombres d'octets
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inférieurs à celui dudit enregistrement d'octets à vitesse de lecture normale (NP)

9. Dispositif de reproduction d'images numériques comprimées à une pluralité de vitesses, ledit dispositif
comprenant :

un dispositif de stockage (10) dans lequel sont stockés des enregistrements de programmes comprimés (P1,
P2, Pn), et des tables (120) d'adresses prédéterminées destinés à être utilisés à des vitesses de lecture
différentes ;
un moyen transducteur (S1) pour reproduire les images desdits enregistrements de programmes comprimés
(P1, P2, Pn) ; et
un moyen de commande (50) sensible à un programme et une sélection de vitesse par l'utilisateur pour sé-
lectionner lesdits enregistrements de programmes (P1, P2, Pn), et sensible en outre à une vitesse de lecture
déterminée par l'utilisateur pour lire lesdites tables (120) et générer des adresses prédéterminées à l'intérieur
desdits enregistrements de programmes sélectionnés (P1, P2, Pn) pour localiser ledit moyen transducteur
(S1) de telle sorte que les images soient reproduites à partir desdits enregistrements de programmes (P1,
P2, Pn) à ladite vitesse de lecture déterminée par l'utilisateur.
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